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Figure 1: Prototype implementation of Tangible Version Control. Differences between a physical artifact and an alternative
version of itself are displayed onto the object, a timeline of versions is visible in the background.

ABSTRACT
In iterative physical object creation, only the latest design state is
manifested in the physical artifact, while information about pre-
vious versions are lost. This makes it challenging to keep track
of changes and developments in iterative physical design. In this
paper, we propose the concept of Tangible Version Control (TVC),
inspired by the visualizations of traditional version control systems.
In TVC, the real-world artifact itself is used for exploring its alterna-
tive versions in physical space, while comparisons to an alternative
version are displayed seamlessly on the artifact with the use of aug-
mented reality. Our implementation of TVC includes three different
comparison modes, namely SideBySide, Overlay, and Differences.
Furthermore, we discuss the anticipated use, opportunities, and
challenges of using TVC in the future for individual users as well
as for asynchronous collaborative work.
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1 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Designing and building three-dimensional physical objects can be
done in two ways, that can be described as digital and physical
design [12]. In the case of digital design, dedicated software is used,
in which a user creates the object design completely virtually. As
the content is digital, intermediate progress can be saved, dupli-
cated, and shared. In the end, the user is required to either build the
physical object after the blueprint they created or use a machine to
fabricate the object. In physical design, however, objects are build
directly in the real world and their design is iterated by modifying
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the physical object’s appearance. While this approach is more nat-
ural to humans, as we have a natural understanding of the physical
world [13], we cannot utilize the benefits of computer-supported
design software. One missing feature is the saving of versions repre-
senting the design process, which are basically copies of the object
at a certain point of time, as only the latest design is manifested in
the physical object. We aim at bringing the benefit of exploring and
comparing versions, to this date an exclusive function for digital
design, into the real world, while preserving a tangible workflow
with the physical artifact.

One form of saving interim states during design and develop-
ment are version control systems (VCSs) [21]. Besides enabling the
persistence of states and allowing users to comprehend and trace
their progress, they allow for remote asynchronous collaboration
between users. Numerous commercial VCS applications exist (e.g.
Sourcetree1, GitKraken2, and GitHub Desktop3) to support the ver-
sioning process, to visualize a history of actions, and to compare
different versions. In contrast to text-based content, the support of
alternative digital document types, such as images or 3D models,
is less established. Nevertheless, its use has been researched [4, 6–
8, 31] and manifested in software products (e.g. GrabCAD4 and
onshape5). Notably, Doboš et al. proposed comparison algorithms
for detecting discrepancies betweenmodels [6] and researched VCS-
specific solutions in the context of 3D models [5, 7, 8]. However,
all these commercial products and research projects are tailored to
digital design workflows and not suitable for physical design.

One way of narrowing the gap between physical and digital
design is to include the user and potential physical objects in an
otherwise digital design process [11, 19, 24, 27]. A related approach
is making fabrication more interactive by allowing users to inter-
act with physical artifacts in-between or even during fabrication
[17, 26, 29]. In some of those works, the authors used augmented
reality (AR) to display upcoming changes during fabrication to the
user [17, 26]. However, the augmented information was displayed
statically at the location where the fabrication happened, either
with a see-through virtual reality headset [17] or on a projection
screen as a part of the machine [26]. Notably, a work of Weichel et
al. additionally supported a form of versioning [26]. For this pur-
pose, objects were digitized via 3D-scanning inside the fabrication
machine. The user could then go back and forth between different
versions. The prototype added or subtracted material as necessary,
in order to match the alternative version. As it is build around a
machining system, it is costly, mostly stationary, and disjointed
from working with the own hands while in the machine.

Another benefit of the establishment of a version history, in
order to understand changes made to a design, is to enable asyn-
chronous collaboration. Perteneder et al. researched into preserving
the tangibility of a physical artifact while tapping into the benefits
of virtualization [18]. A motorized turntable and a camera were
used to digitize physical objects as a 360 degree collection of im-
ages. The physical object and its virtual representations could then
be explored by co-located as well as by remote collaborators in a

1https://www.sourcetreeapp.com/
2https://www.gitkraken.com/
3https://desktop.github.com/
4https://grabcad.com/workbench
5https://www.onshape.com/en/features/data-management

web interface. While enabling a form of VCS for physical objects,
the representations of the object and its history of versions were
disconnected, split between real world and web interface.

When regarding the transfer of a VCS into the real world, it be-
comes apparent, that the support for physical objects is extremely
limited, besides referring to virtual twins on two-dimensional screens.
In order to utilize the human’s haptic interaction skills as well as
natural understanding of the physical world [13], it is of great in-
terest to explore VCSs in a real-world context in which a physical
artifact is augmented by alternative versions of itself that can then
be compared against. By doing so, we aim to reduce the gap between
physical and virtual worlds, enabling creators to continue iterating
physical designs without diverting their attention to secondary
screens.

As we are confident that the required technologies for such an
approach are already existent or available in the near future, we
explore the design, interaction, and visualization of a version con-
trol for physical objects. The versioning and digitization process
itself is not investigated in this work. To the best of our knowledge,
the concept of a version control attached to physical artifacts and
displayed in the real world is a novel approach, which has not been
investigated yet. Our focus is on the comparison of different ver-
sions of an object to its current physical state, including a timeline
for exploration along which comparisons can be triggered. Both
aspects are depicted in Figure 1.

2 TANGIBLE VERSION CONTROL
To introduce the concept of a Tangible Version Control (TVC), we
first describe an abstract scenario of working with physical objects
in the field of iterative product design that displays a possible
workflow with TVC. The scenario is futuristic in the sense that
product design is mostly done completely digital nowadays.

2.1 Scenario and Workflows
Alex works as a product designer and is assigned with the task of
developing a new physical product. With an existing product at
hand, which could be a precursor or a blank, Alex begins to modify
it by adding, removing, or exchanging components. While doing so,
interim versions of the artifact are digitized. At some point, Alex
feels like she has gone off track and needs to return to an earlier
version. By using TVC, Alex compares her current physical version
with an earlier state. When doing so, changes on the object are
displayed virtually and can be used as instructions to build from
one version to another. After rebuilding to an earlier state, Alex
keeps on iterating the object. Alex can use TVC at any point to
compare her current physical version to the version she previously
discarded going for, in order to check if ideas might transfer to
the new designs. Alex finishes work for the day and returns the
next day to keep on working on the product. TVC is used to get an
overview of iterations done so far, before she continues. While Alex
was away, TVC served as an entry point for remote asynchronous
collaboration between designers at the company. Kim, a coworker
of Alex, is also assigned with the task of developing a new product
that is supposed to fit in the same product line as Alex’ product.
Kim uses TVC to directly compare his current physical artifact to
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Figure 2: Implementation of the TVC concept. Upper row:
timeline interactions. 1) The timeline is placed by position-
ing the physical artifact. 2) The relation between physical ar-
tifact and its virtual twin is displayed as a line. 3) Bymoving
the physical artifact into another version, a comparison is
triggered and highlighted in the timeline; Bottom row: com-
parison modes. A) SideBySide-mode, physical artifact and
the compared against version are displayed next to each
other. B) Overlay-mode, the compared against version is su-
perimposed onto the physical artifact. C) Differences-mode,
differing parts between the two versions are detected, high-
lighted, and animated on the physical artifact.

Alex’ versions, without the need of having every physical version
or his coworkers present on-site.

2.2 Concept
In order to enable such a scenario, our interaction concept of TVC
attempts at merging information used in VCSs with the real world
by using AR. Instead of abstracting information about alternative
versions on a screen, it is visualized directly in the physical world.
The user can explore a timeline of versions that is positioned in
the real world as desired. The timeline represents a chronologically
ordered history of versions, analogue to traditional VCS. It also
contains a virtual twin of the physical object, which represents the
current version. The timeline can be moved, placed, repositioned,
and used for referencing the current comparison. By moving the
physical artifact along the timeline after placement, the user in-
teracts with alternative versions. When doing so, a comparison
operation is started. Comparisons of versions are displayed on top
of the artifact and take both, the visuals of the real world and the
virtual world, in account. That way, the user can preview object
states and potential changes before the object gets modified or
fabricated [25]. On top, it serves as a guidance for assembling the
object towards the alternative state [22]. For this purpose, parts
either need to be removed, added, or exchanged. In the case of
continuous material, the mass has to be reshaped as necessary. A
visualization of the concept can be found in Figure 2, which covers
the main interaction principles as well as our proposal of three
modes for conveying a comparison, namely SideBySide, Overlay,
and Differences.

3 PROTOTYPED INTERACTION DESIGN
To demonstrate the TVC concept, we prototyped key functionalities
consisting of two logical parts, timeline and comparison. Some
information that are typically present in a VCS, like the origin of
changes and comments on a new version, are not regarded in this
prototype, as described in Section 4.1. The implemented novelty of
our concept is the application of VCS outside a screen environment,
while including the physical object.

3.1 Timeline
The timeline is a completely virtual object, visualized in Figure 3.
It represents information about the design process, in particular
form factor differences, as well as a virtual twin of the physical
object. During its placement, the timeline contents are displayed as
transparent schemes with visible edges. The position of the timeline
can be confirmed by interacting with a button hovering above the
physical artifact. Once the timeline is placed, all versions, but the
virtual twin, are rendered opaque and the object can be moved
outside its virtual twin. To emphasize the belonging of physical
artifact and virtual twin, a line is drawn from one to another when
the physical object is near the timeline, fading out with increasing
distance.

Moving the physical object into a version other than itself trig-
gers a comparison between the two and the timeline is altered. The
compared against version is highlighted by an outline and con-
nected via a line to the virtual twin. By adding these indicators, a
user can refer to the timeline at any time to recollect which version
they are currently comparing against. Blue highlighting was chosen
as a neutral attention grabber that would not be mistaken for the
red and green highlighting colors used during the comparison.

3.2 Comparison
In TVC, the comparison between versions takes place in relation to
the existing physical artifact. Hence, one component of the compar-
ison is the physical object itself and the other one is the compared
against virtual version. It must be kept in mind that other than fully
digital content, the physical object cannot be altered but augmented.
The artifact itself is not rendered in AR, as it is present and visible
in the real world. Instead, a phantom model is used so that the
object correctly occludes virtual content [14].

We propose three different modes for conveying a comparison
between two versions, namely SideBySide, Overlay, and Differences,
see Figure 4. We follow the three main principles for comparing
visual structures Gleicher et al. identified in their work [10], namely
juxtaposition (SideBySide), superposition (Overlay), and explicit en-
coding (Differences). Our representations are inspired by related
work and applications that compare 3D models against each other
[4, 6, 8]. During development, eachmodewas implementedwith sev-
eral alternative visualization techniques (SideBySide with change-
able sides and pivot points; Overlay with different materials, such
as transparent and wireframes; Differences with outlines only or
blocks visualized in solid highlight color). The final visualizations
were selected by multiple HCI researchers during an iterative de-
sign process. The implemented comparison modes are described in
the following.
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Figure 3: Timeline. Left: positioning the timeline by moving the physical artifact, schemes of versions are visualized as edges;
Center: the timeline is placed, versions are rendered opaque, the virtual twin of the physical object is highlighted and em-
phasized by a line; Right: during a comparison between a version and the physical object, the corresponding versions are
highlighted and linked in the timeline.

SideBySide The SideBySide condition emulates a comparison
process of physical objects in the real world, in which two physical
objects would be placed next to each other for comparison. In
our implementation, the virtual comparison object floats to the
right of the physical artifact. The two objects maintain the same
distance and relative position to each other. The virtual comparison
object mimics the artifact’s internal rotation. This allows to have
both objects fully in view while freely inspecting the objects from
different angles by moving and rotating the physical artifact.

Overlay The Overlay condition uses the naive approach of su-
perimposing an alternative version directly on top of the physical
artifact. Therefore, the comparison object matches position and
rotation of the physical artifact.

Differences Similar to the behavior proposed in the related
work regarding 3D model comparison [4–6], as well as state-of-
the-art VCS software, differences are automatically detected and
highlighted. The differences are detected through a simple part-
based comparison algorithm. It compares the two models part-wise
for position, rotation, and descriptive names and classifies the parts
as unchanged, modified, added, or removed. Relevant parts are then
emphasized with color-coded outlines on top of the artifact. Parts
that are added compared to the currently present physical object
are highlighted in green, while removed parts are shown in red,
and modified parts (e.g. the same part in a different color) transition
between green and red. In order to let the user know what parts
exactly were added to the marked positions, an opaque rendering
of the parts is faded in and out. In the case of modified parts, the
outline color is further transitioning from a red color, when the
physical part is visible, to a green color, when the virtual version’s
part is visible.

3.3 Technology and Tracking
We developed our prototype for TVC in Unity6 using version 2019.4.
Basic functionalities, like object placement and UI elements, were
adopted from the Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK)7. The versions
shown in the timeline were pre-built in the Mecabricks workshop8

6https://unity.com/
7https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/mrtk-unity
8https://mecabricks.com/en/workshop

and imported into Unity, as this prototype does not concern the
digitization of physical objects. Tracking features were realized
using the Vuforia SDK for Unity9 in version 9.8. The prototype
supports both versions of Microsoft HoloLens10. Our prototype
implementation is publicly available11.

As early experiments showed that the performance of model
tracking12 on HoloLens is poor, we instead used a trackable cube
marker13 as substitution for the prototype. The marker is cut out
in the center, where the actual object is placed. Object and paper
marker are then fixated on a stable plate that can be held without
it bending. In addition to making the object tracking relatively
stable, marker-based tracking allows for consistent tracking during
modification of the physical artifact in order to match another
version.

4 DISCUSSION
We presented the core concept of TVC as well as a first prototype
implementation. Future prototypes, of course, can focus on various
opportunities of physical objects’ version control. We here discuss
future functionalities and research directions that seem most rea-
sonable to extend TVC, aiming at an increased scope as well as
supporting collaborative and asynchronous work.

4.1 Future Functionalities
The proposed prototype is limited by the available technology and
scope of this work, which offers multiple opportunities for im-
provement in the future. Instead of marker tracking, the tracking
of objects in TVC is imagined to work with model tracking. That
way, artificial markers could be omitted and objects without a flat
basis would be supported. Further, the creation of new versions,
which is a crucial aspect of a VCS, was not investigated in the pro-
totype and needs to be addressed at one point. An optimal scenario
would be the scanning and reconstruction [3] of the physical object
with the head worn device itself, possibly enabled by the use of
9https://developer.vuforia.com/downloads/sdk
10https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens
11https://github.com/MaximilianLetter/TVC_public
12https://library.vuforia.com/objects/model-targets
13https://library.vuforia.com/objects/multi-targets
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Figure 4: Comparison modes. SideBySide: physical artifact and compared against version are placed side by side, similar to
the comparison of two physical objects; Overlay: the compared against version is superimposed onto the physical artifact;
Differences: the differences between the physical artifact and the compared against version are detected and highlighted by
outlines, added and modified parts are visualized as animated blocks that fade their transparency.

additional sensors, such as a depth camera [9], or via a software
based approach, such as photogrammetry [20]. A currently feasi-
ble solution would be the use of external 3D scanning devices1415,
in which the current physical object is inserted and digitized. An
additional requirement for everyday use of TVC in the future is
the assurance of conformity of physical artifact and virtual twin,
as the mechanics of TVC crumble if this information is not aligned.
In the following, we highlight some features of traditional VCSs
that remain for further investigation as they might be interesting
for TVC.

Authors and Comments: In VCS, each version usually comes
with a reference to the author who is responsible for the new ver-
sion, as well as a comment on its purpose. While it would be easy
to include text information into TVC, clutter should be avoided
and more sophisticated solutions might be achievable. One possible
approach could be the use of auditory in- and output, which would
allow using all display bandwidth for object presentation and hand
interactions for working with the object. This feature is an essential
development, as it is a further step to enable collaboration between
users of TVC.

Extended Complexity: In our prototype, we regard the simple
case of a timeline consisting of a single branch with multiple ver-
sions that are each made up out of a limited amount of predefined
parts. It is of interest how to scale the concept of TVC to bigger
repositories consisting out of multiple branches, each with many
versions. This is especially important as physical space and user
mental capabilities are limited. In addition, we are interested in how
the concept translates to other materials that are more complicated
than LEGO parts, for example a continuous material such as clay,
as well as objects of bigger size, that do not fit the field of view of
the user or the headset. To make TVC more general purpose, our
naive part-based comparison function needs to be replaced by a
more sophisticated algorithm in future work, for example one of
the methods proposed by related work [4–6].

Functionality of Objects: Up to this point, TVC focuses ex-
clusively on model appearance as the content of version control.

14https://matterandform.net/store/products/MFS1V2
15 https://www.artec3d.com/portable-3d-scanners/artec-micro

An interesting extension would be the combination of appearance
with functionality, which is for example manifested in code or
represented through animations.

4.2 Challenges and Opportunities of TVC
Some of the required functionalities discussed in Section 4.1 are
heavily dependent on suitable hardware. One example is the choice
of our AR device, where the HoloLens suffers from a narrow field
of view as well as limited tracking capabilities. Another challenge
is the identification of appropriate methods or devices for digitizing
new versions based on a physical object in the TVC workflow. How-
ever, we are optimistic about the ongoing research into AR devices
[2] that will allow for enhanced qualities in sensory capabilities
[23, 28], optics solutions [1, 15, 30], and processing power.

While we aim to explore more scenarios and materials, there are
some areas in which TVC appears suboptimal. One example is the
use of immobile artifacts that cannot be moved, thereby defeating
the interaction concept of TVC. Another example is working with
materials that need to be permanently fused in between versions,
for example by welding or gluing, as in these cases a transition to
earlier versions might not be possible anymore.

Regarding the potential of TVC as a comprehensive system, we
envision TVC as an approach that could help to move work on
physical content from screens back into the physical world. We
argue that maintaining a tangible workflow during staggered de-
sign iterations is a very valuable feature for makers, designers,
and potential other professions. That way, the gap between physi-
cal and virtual information is brought closer together and access
to object-relevant information becomes seamless, making it more
natural for humans to explore and understand [13]. Conventional
design methods, e.g. CAD plus VCS, have impregnable benefits in
variability and accuracy that TVC cannot compensate because of
its physicality. However, TVC can support other forms of creative
design that are enabled by working in the physical world, as the
medium used for design or creation majorly influences the outcome
[16]. TVC might primarily find use in low level prototyping, where
the ease of working with physical objects benefits design thinking
as well as a documentation technology for more complex artifacts.

https://matterandform.net/store/products/MFS1V2
https://www.artec3d.com/portable-3d-scanners/artec-micro
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Further, TVC supports not just the design process, but the actual
creation of artifacts that can then be used as molds, prototypes,
or final products. We anticipate TVC being applied in work do-
mains that already use physical prototyping, like fashion design,
architecture, and landscape planning.

Further, we see potential in TVC to be used in collaborative sce-
narios. For this use case, newly created versions of an object would
be managed in the cloud and be accessed by other collaborators,
who then can compare their object’s current physical state to the
alternative versions. Additional synchronous features could be live
information about which version is checked out by whose collabo-
rator as well as if a new version is currently being created. Enabling
remote and asynchronous collaboration would in conclusion reduce
the need for extensive travel and thus, decrease human impact on
the global climate.

With the proposal of TVC, we aim at giving an impulse about
alternative takes on VCS in the context of physical objects. Further,
we are confident that we were able to motivate further thinking and
potential research into that direction and initiate a discussion about
the challenges, opportunities, and promises of a version control
that takes place in the real world.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced Tangible Version Control (TVC), a
novel interaction technique for exploring and comparing alterna-
tive versions of physical objects, using the tangible object itself
as input device and projection space. The presented concept was
implemented in a prototype application using augmented reality,
marker-based tracking, and LEGO bricks as an exemplary physical
object. We proposed three comparison modes, namely SideBySide,
Overlay, and Differences, for displaying comparisons between the
physical and a virtual version, as well as a timeline that displays
all versions. We described the future development of TVC required
to enable the possibilities that the concept promises. Further, the
challenges and opportunities of this concept were discussed. While
we acknowledge the benefits of fully digital design approaches,
TVC provides an alternative way of iterating on physical objects
that benefits from a natural and seamless interaction, while support-
ing an alternative form of creative work conducted in the physical
world. We aim at contributing to the field of seamless interaction
design by presenting a concept, accompanied by a prototype imple-
mentation, that allows for computer-supported work on physical
objects in the real world.
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